
  

 

Abstract—This paper is to introduce two heuristic methods 

based on crisp and fuzzy partitions for selecting the subset of 

instances from the training data set in high dimensional 

problems. This subset is called the representative training data 

set (RTR). A proposed genetic algorithm (GA) is used to learn a 

compact fuzzy rule-based system (FRBS) with the instances of 

RTR. RTR size is rather smaller than the initial training data 

set, thus time cost for learning FRBS decreases significantly. 

Therein the number of fuzzy rules is not only reduced but rule 

lengths are also shorter. The smaller size of the rule base is 

closely related to the interpretability of the FRBS. As a result, 

the final FBRS gets a suitable and acceptable balance between 

interpretability and accuracy. 

 
Index Terms—Crisp partition, fuzzy partition, fuzzy rule set 

reduction, data reduction techniques, genetic algorithm, 

interpretability.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important applications of Fuzzy Set 

Theory is Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems (FRBSs). FRBSs have 

been applied successfully in many areas, such as 

classification, diagnosis, signal processing, and decision 

support [1], [2]. In recent years, there have been many papers 

referring to the applications of Fuzzy Systems to solve many 

problems in various domains, such as Agriculture and 

Biological Science, Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular 

Biology, Chemistry, Earth and Planetary Sciences, 

Environmental Sciences, Material Science, Medicine, 

Neuroscience, Physics and Astronomy, Social Sciences [3].  

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have been employed as robust 

tools to search optimal solutions in complex spaces. They 

usually give effective and efficient solutions to the 

complicated real-world problems. So a combination of GAs 

with Fuzzy Logic has been led to the birth of Genetic Fuzzy 

Rule-Based Systems (GFRBSs). These are hybrid fuzzy 

systems in which a learning process is based on GAs [4].  

An interested research direction of FRBSs is to study 

FRBSs for high dimensional problems. It deals with big 

databases having high number of features and/or instances. 

When the number of instances increases, the size of rule set 

will grow exponentially. Similarly, when the number of 

features rises, rule lengths grow correlative in number. In 

linguistic FRBSs, the interpretability is capable of expressing 

real-world systems in such a way that humans can understand 

and use them easily. The interpretability of linguistic FRBSs 
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depends closely not only on the size of fuzzy rule set and rule 

lengths but also on the aspect that fuzzy rules are purely 

linguistic [5], [6].   

Therefore there are several research directions for data 

reduction techniques, as follows:   

 The first research direction focuses on the compact 
fuzzy rule base so that it retains fewer and 
length-shorter rules [7], [8].   

 The second research direction focuses on selecting 
features to reduce the number of columns in a data set, 
so that only the most relevant variables still remain 
before or during carrying out an inductive learning 
FRBS process [9]. 

 The third research direction focuses on selecting 
relevant instances for reducing the number of rows in a 
data set before carrying out a learning FRBS process 
[10], [11].  

Until now, the last direction has only been used for 

creating decision trees and classification problems but almost 

not been employed for learning and tuning FRBSs [12], [13].  

In the section II, thus we propose a new heuristic method 

used for selecting a subset of instances from the initial 

training data set (TR). The subset is called the representative 

training data set (RTR). Our proposed GA in [1], is used to 

learn a FRBS with the instances of RTR. It involves learning 

the parameters one by one while other methods 

simultaneously learn these. This let us easier to find better 

parameters. GA is also used to learn adding language hedges 

in each rule. The size of RTR is rather smaller than the one of 

TR, thus computational cost decreases. The obtained FRBS 

has a compact rule base reducing the number of rules. It 

retains good balance between interpretability and accuracy. 

In this paper, we consider a MISO FRBS (Multi-Input, 

Single Output Fuzzy Rule Based System). Let‘s assume that 

the input-output data set used as training data is TR={ (x(k),y(k)) 

| x(k) Rm, y(k) R, k=1, 2,.., n }, where x(k) =( x1
(k), .. , xm

(k)) is 

the input vector of  the kth input pair and y(k) is the 

corresponding output, m is the dimension of the input vector 

x(k).  

The RB may initially be created from TR by the method 

proposed by us in [1] or by any other simple methods such as 

Wang and Mendel's [14]. Cost in time for creating the initial 

KB is negligible. 

Let   be the number of fuzzy rules. Suppose we did have 

an initial rule set, as following:  
)1()1()1(

111 ..: BisythenAisxandandAisxifR mm  

)2()2()2(
112 ..: BisythenAisxandandAisxifR mm  (1) 
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For each fuzzy rule  Rp: If  x1 is 1( )

1

p
A and… and xm is 

( )mp

mA  then y is B(p)  and each instance er= (x(r), y(r))= 

(x1
(r), .. ,xm

(r), y(r))  TR, the covering value CVT  of rule Rp 

bases on data er is computed as  [15]:  
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( )
1

1

( , ) ( ( ),.., ( ), ( ))r r r

T p r p p p
m

m

CV R e T x x y
BA A

    

with T being t-norm function. In this paper, T is the product 
function. 
 

II. 1BSELECTING THE REPRESENTATIVE TRAINING DATA SET 

(RTR) BY USING CRISP PARTITION 

A. 7BThe Crisp Partition of the Training Data Set TR. 

 For each instance TRer  , set )),e,R(CV(maxD rpT
lp1

re


  

and  
rerkT

lk1
e D)e,R(CVkminI

r




. It means for each instance 

TRer  , 
reI is the smallest index of the rules which 

have the covering value CVT based on re , equal to 

.D
re
Therefore, each TRer   is determined by only one 

rule 
reI

R . 

From previous comment, we can deduce that each rule 

Rk corresponds to a subset of some instances re  that 

has .kI
re  In other words, each rule Rk corresponds to 

an instance subset of TR, denoted by Lk where 
 },..,2,1k  . 

 Set  },..2,1{  kLL k   

It is easy to see that L forms a crisp partition of the 
training data set TR, ie:  

 
Consequently L defines an equivalence relation ~ 

over TR as following: 

ifonlyandife~e,TRe,e srsr   

.LeandLe},,..,2,1{i isir    

B. 8BSelecting the Representative Training Data Set (RTR). 

Based on the crisp partition L described in the previous 

subsection A, we will select RTR from the initial TR. RTR is 

a relatively small subset compared to TR, thus the space 

complexity is reduced and computational cost is also 

decreased. Moreover the final result of rule learning with 

RTR is as good as the one with TR. 

First, we need to select an instance ratio of RTR to TR. 

This ratio is denoted by p with p being a real number between 

0 and 1.  

Assuming that n, ni and m are respectively the instance 

numbers of TR, Li and RTR. Because L is a crisp partition of 

TR, 





1i

inn . So let us set  






1

.

i

inpm with . being 

ceiling function. From the comments above, for each 

 ,},..,2,1i  we need to choose a subset of Li consisting of  mi 

= p.ni instances, denoted by RTRi. Then the relationship 

between the number of instances of RTRi and RTR is 

calculated as follows: .mm
1i

i





For each Li, set 

   .L)y,x(eyminy,L)y,x(eymaxy i

)i(

mini

)i(

max   

We will consider the following cases of mi: 

1) If mi=1 then select iLyxe  ),( with y closest to 

2/)( )(
min

)(
max

ii yy   to put in RTRi.  

2) If mi=2 then select iuu

,

u L)y,x(e  with )i(

maxu yy  , 

and ivv

,

v L)y,x(e  with )i(

minv yy  to put in RTRi. 

3)  If mi >=3 then calculate ))2m.(2/()yy( i

)i(

min

)i(

maxi                                 

and select iuu

,

u L)y,x(e  with  )i(

maxu yy  , 

ivv

,

v L)y,x(e  with )i(

minv yy  to put in RTRi. Finally, 

we need to choose other mi - 2 instances 
i

, L)y,x(e  . 

To do this, for each  }2m,..,2,1k i  , set  

..k.2yy i

)i(

mink  Next we will,in turn, choose one 

instance i

,

k Ly) (x,e   to put in the subset RTRi 

with  
ikik y,yy  so that y is closest to yk - i.  

Finally,we set            .  

 

III. 2BSELECTING THE REPRESENTATIVE TRAINING DATA SET 

(RTR) BY USING FUZZY PARTITION 

A. 9BThe Fuzzy Partition of The Training Data Set TR. 

 For each instance TRer  , for each Rk, 

),( rkT eRCV  is calculated as in section I. 

For each instance TRer  , let us 

set 





1k

rkTrT )e,R(CV)e(CV . Note that 0)( rT eCV  

because there always exists k  such that 0),( rkT eRCV  

according to the method of generating KB in [1]. 

 Each Rk corresponds to fuzzy set 
kL

~
in the training 

data set TR. The fuzzy set kL
~

is presented by  

with (.)~
kL

 being the membership function of kL
~

. 

]1,0[:~ TR
kL

   is defined as follows: 

)e(CV/)e,R(CV)e(,TRe rTrkTrL
~r

k

  

 Set  },..2,1{kL
~

L
~

k  . 

When two fuzzy sets iL
~

and 
jL

~
are given, we can 

obtain the union ji L
~

L
~
 and the intersection ji LL

~~
 . 

The set ji L
~

L
~
 and 

ji LL
~~

  are defined by 

membership functions [26]   
 ))e(),e(min()e( rL

~rL
~rL

~
L
~

jiji




 
))e(),e(max()e( rL

~rL
~rL

~
L
~

jiji


  

For each fuzzy set kL
~

, the support of kL
~

, 

)L
~

(psup k , is defined as [26] 

}0)e(|TRe{)L
~

(psup
kL

~k   

It is easy to see that  },..2,1{kL
~

L
~

k  a fuzzy 

},..,2,1{j,i,ji,LL)1 ji 

TRL)2
1i
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partition of the training set TR because it satisfies the 

following  conditions  such as [26]: 

   
 For each instance TRer  , set ))e((maxF rL

~
lk1

re
k




, 

 .F)e(kminJ
rerL

~
lk1

e
kr




 It means for each 

instance TRer  , 
reJ is the smallest index of the rules 

which have ,)e( rL
~

k

  equal to .F
re

Therefore, each 

TRer   is determined by only one rule .R
reJ   

In other words, each rule Rk corresponds to an instance 

subset of TR, denoted by Hk where  },..,2,1 k . Hk is 

all crisp set.  

 Set  },..2,1{kHH k    

10BIt is easy to see that H forms a crisp partition of the training 

data set TR, i.e. 

 
Consequently H defines an equivalence relation ≈ over TR 

as following: ifonlyandifee,TRe,e srsr   

   .HeandHe},,..,2,1{i isir    

B. 11BSelecting The Representative Training Data Set (RTR). 

Based on the crisp partition H described in the previous 

subsection A, section III, we will select RTR from the initial 

TR. RTR is a relatively small subset compared to TR, thus the 

space complexity is reduced and computational cost is also 

decreased. Moreover the final result of rule learning with 

RTR is as good as the one with TR. 

First, we need to select an instance ratio of RTR to TR. 

This ratio is denoted by q with q being a real number between 

0 and 1.  

Assuming that n, hi and m are respectively the instance 

numbers of TR, Hi and RTR. Because H is a crisp partition of 

TR,   .hn
1i

i





 So let us set  





1i

ih.qm with . being 

ceiling function. From the comments above, for each 

 },..,2,1i  , we need to choose a subset of Hi consisting 

of mi = q.hi instances, denoted by RTRi. Then the 

relationship between the number of instances of RTRi and 

RTR is calculated as follows .mm
1i

i





For each Hi, set 

   .H)y,x(eyminy,H)y,x(eymaxy i

)i(

mini

)i(

max 

We will consider the following cases of mi: 

In case mi = 1 or mi = 2, select i

,

v

,

u

, Heande,e    to be 

included in RTRi as in subsection B, section II.  

If mi >=3 then calculate ))2m.(2/()yy( i

)i(

min

)i(

maxi                                       

and select iuu

,

u H)y,x(e   with
)i(

maxu yy  , ivv

,

v L)y,x(e                            

with 
)i(

minv yy   to put in RTRi.                            

Finally, we need to choose other mi - 2 

instances
i

, Hy) (x,e  . To do this, for each  }2m,..,2,1k i  , 

set i

)i(

mink ).1k.2(yy  . Next we will, in turn, choose one 

instance i

,

k Hy) (x,e  with  
ikik y,yy  so that y is 

closest  to yk to put in the subset RTRi. Note that yk is the 

middle point of the interval  
ikik y,yy  . 

Finally, we set  .RTRRTR
1i

i




           

 

IV. BGENERATING THE INITIAL KB 

The initial KB will be generated by our method that has 

been discussed in [1]. The four principal components of the 

FRBS are a fuzzification interface, a knowledge base (KB), a 

decision-making logic and a defuzzification interface. 

A. BFuzzification Interface 

The fuzzification interface performs a mapping that 

converts crisp values of input variables into fuzzy sets. 

B. BKnowledge Base (KB) 

The KB consists of two main components that are a data 

base (DB) and a rule base (RB). The DB is composed of the 

linguistic term sets and the membership functions specifying 

their meanings. The RB includes set of fuzzy linguistic 

IF-THEN rules and joined by ―also‖ operator. That means 

those rules will be activated simultaneously with the same 

input data.  

In this paper, we assume that the domain interval of the ith 

input variable xi, is evenly divided into Ni fuzzy sets labeled 

as Ai
(1), Ai

(2),…., Ai
(Ni), for i = 1,2,...,m. Similarly, the domain 

interval of the output variable y, is evenly divided into N 

fuzzy sets labeled as B(1), B(2),…., B(N). Any type of 

membership functions, such as triangle-shaped, 

trapezoid-shaped and bell-shaped, can be used to specify 

fuzzy sets. For each Ai
(j), we employ  an exponential Gaussian 

membership function as following:  

).2/()mx(exp()x(
2)j(

i

2)j(

iA )j(

i

  

 The graph of a Gaussian function is a characteristic 

symmetric "bell curve" shape in which   is the center of the 

peak and   is the spread of the ―bell‖ determined by the 

method proposed in [1]. 

C. 14BDecision Making Logic and Deffuzifying Interface 

For each rule Rp in section I and for each input x=(x1,..,xm), 

wp is the firing strength: (2) 

)x()...x().x()x(w mA2A1Ap )p(

m

)p(

2

)p(

1

  

The output fuzzy set is computed by )(. )( yw p
Bp  . 
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~

(psup)2
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Defuzzifying the output fuzzy sets by using the simulated 

center-of-area method of Lin and Lee [15]: 

( ) ( )

^
1

( )

1

. .

.

l
p p

p

p

l
p

p

p

w m

y

w














 

where is the output of the system, wp is given by formula 

above and m(p), (p) are the centers and the standard 

deviations of Gaussian functions (.))p(B
 .    

 

V. 4BTUNING THE INITIAL KB WITH RTR 

KB consists of two components such as DB and RB. Thus 

there are several different approaches in tuning the initial KB 

depending on that DB and RB adjusted separately or both 

simultaneously [16], [17], [18], [19]. We have proposed a new 

genetic method for tuning both of DB and RB with training 

data sets [1]. In this paper, this method will be applied but 

with RTR described in section II and section III. 

A. 15BTuning KB by Using Linguishtic Hedges 

In a fuzzy logic-based system, the information is described 

linguistically. The linguistic hedges are operators used to 

modify the shape of membership functions. According to their 

effects to the meanings of membership functions, linguistic 

hedge operations can be classified into three categories: 

concentration, dilation, and contrast intensification [20]. In 

this paper, we only focus on the concentration-type and the 

dilation-type hedge operations  

The concentration-type hedge operations have a behavior 

of reinforcement such as "very", "strong", etc. The 

dilation-type hedge operations have a behavior of weakening 

such as ―more or less,‖ ―relatively‖, etc. 

The concentration-type hedge operations have general 

formulas [20]: 

( ) ; 1CON x x     

The dilation-type hedge operations have general formulas 
[20]:                        

( ) ; 0 1DIL x x     

B. BCoding of KB 

Similar as in [1] but without the component C, each 

chromosome is presented as three components P+L+R. The P 

part encodes the basic parameters of the membership 

functions. The L part expresses the language hedges added in 

the antecedent and consequent part of the rules in the initial 

RB. The R part expresses which rules chosen in the initial RB. 

The P part includes pairs of real values mi
(j)  and i

(j) being 
parameters of the exponential Gaussian membership functions 

).2/()mx(exp()x(
2)j(

i

2)j(

iA )j(

i

  

Each parameter mi
(j)

 or i
(j) will vary in its variation interval. 

The variation interval of each parameter is already mentioned 

in the section II above.  

The L part is encoded into an integer string with length 

)1.( m where  is rule number, m+1 is the number of input 

variables and one output variable. Lk,i is the gene 

corresponding to the linguistic hedge that modifies the 

membership function associated to the linguistic term of  ith 

variable in kth rule. Lk,i can take values in {0,..,9} 

corresponding to the linguistic hedges as Table I 

follows[21].The R part is encoded into a bit string in 

which  is the number of fuzzy rules in the RB. Value 1 at 

position i in the sequence means that the ith rule is used, 

otherwise the value 0 at position i means that the ith rule is not 

used. 

The method tuning the KB by genetic algorithm is 

described  as follows. 

TABLE I: LINGUISTIC HEDGES AND CORRESPONDING FUNCTIONS 

 

Linguistic hedges Corresponding functions 

0 ―absolutely‖ 
4))(( )( xk

iA
  

1 No hedge used )()( xk
iA

  

2 ―extremely‖ 
3))(( )( xk

iA
  

3 ―very‖ 
2))(( )( xk

iA
  

4 ―much more‖ 
75.1))(( )( xk

iA
  

5 ―more‖ 
5.1))(( )( xk

iA
  

6 ―plus‖ 
25.1))(( )( xk

iA
  

7 ―minus‖ 
75.0))(( )( xk

iA
  

8 ―more or less‖ 
5.0))(( )( xk

iA
  

9 ―slightly‖ 
25.0))(( )( xk

iA
  

C. 17BThe Genetic Algorithm Components  

4) The objective function that needs to be minimized is the 

following one:  

2)i()i(
n

1i

)yŷ(
n.2

1
MSE  



 

where n is size of data set, ŷ(i) is the output  of  the FBRS 

corresponding with given inputs x(i), and the known desired 

output y(i). 

5) The generation of the initial gene pool consists of two 

steps: 

 A chromosome, representing the initial KB, is 
included. That means, its genes in the P part receives 
the values from the initial parameters of membership 
functions of the system (Section III) and in the L, R, 
alleles 1 will be used. 

 The remaining chromosomes of the population are 
generated with the P part at random within the 
variation intervals for each gene. Meanwhile, in the L, 
R, alleles 1 will be still used. 
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6) Crossover operator 

The crossover operator is applied as follows: 

In the P part, the max-min-arithmetical operator is used as 

the crossover operator: 

If )c,..,c,..,c(P hk1

t

u  and )c,..,c,..,c(P hk1

t

v
                                                               

are the P parts of the chromosome u and v in t th generation. If 

u and v are selected to mate, the four offspring with the below 

P part will be generated: 

 

with a [0; 0.5] being a given parameter by the designer. In 

this paper, a is chosen equal to 0.35. In the L, R parts, the 

standard two-point crossover is used. Then recombine each 

part, we choose the two best offspring among the 16 children 

to replace their parents. Note this is 16 offspring are generated 

from the combination of four different P parts, two different L 

parts, two different R parts. 

7) Mutation operator 

The mutation operators are applied differently on each part 

of the chromosomes chosen for mutation. 

In the P part, the uniform mutation operator is applied. Each 

selected allele of the genes will be replaced by a randomly 

generated allele on the variation interval of the gene. 

In the L part, if value of selected gene is 1, it is changed to a 

random value in set {0, 2,.., 9} otherwise, it is changed to 1. 

In the R, if value of selected gene is 1, it is changed to 0 

otherwise, it is changed to 1. 

If an individual is selected to be mutated, a randomly 

selected gene from each its part will be applied a 

corresponding mutation operator. 

Baker‗s stochastic universal sampling (SUS) [19] together 

with elitism is considered in the paper. Elitism first copies the 

best chromosome (or some best chromosomes) to new 

population so it prevents losing the best found solution. 

 

VI. BEXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

The two methods based on crisp partition in section II and 

on fuzzy partition in section III are respectively called 

method 1 and method 2. In this section, we present tests 

performed on RTR created by method 1 and method 2. 

 Our testing consists of the following three steps: 

 Step 1: Using the method mentioned in section IV are 
called as TMH (as the method has been discussed in 
[1]) or any other simple methods such as Wang and 
Medel (WM) in [14] to create the KB from numerical 
data. This process only takes negligible time, much 
less time than steps 2 and 3. 

 Step 2: Using the method 1 or 2 to select the 
representative training data set (RTR) from the initial 
numerical data set. 

 Step 3: Simplifying RB and tuning DB with RTR by 
the GA mentioned in section IV via one of six 
following models. 

The operators of GA can be applied on the R part, the P 

part, the L part with different ways, it will give different 

models. In this paper, we will mention six models , due to 

good results that these models offer, extra reference to [1].   

A. Model 1: 

Implementing Step 1, then the operators of GA are applied 

on the R first, then applied only on m, a gene of the P part, 

finally applied only on , a gene of the P part. The two above 

processes are done sequentially but always go together with 

the GA operators applied on the L, also known as model 

TMH+R+ML+SL.  

It means simplifying RB before, then tuning individually m, 

afterward tuning  individually. After the phase R, the set of 

rules is optimal with smaller size and shorter-length rules. 

Throughout the two above ML and SL processes, the 

antecedent parts of rules in RB are also simultaneously 

modified by adding the appropriate linguistic hedges (section 

V). In the phase ML, the parameters m of the membership 

functions have been tuned, learned. In the phase SL, the 

parameters  of the membership functions have been tuned, 

learned. In both of two phases above, the model structure has 

been extended by using linguistic modifiers. 

B. Model 2: 

This model is similar to model 1 but the phase R is 

executed first, then the phase SL is executed before the phase 

ML is done, also known as model TMH+R+SL+ML. 

C. Model 3: 

This model is similar to model 1 but the phase SL is 

executed first, then the phase ML is done and finally the 

phase R is done, also known as model TMH+SL+ML+R. 

D. Model 4: 

This model is similar to model 1 but the phase ML is 

executed first, then the phase SL is done and finally the phase 

R is done,  also known as model TMH+ML+SL+R. 

E. Model 5: 

This model is similar to model 1. First implementing Step 1, 

then the operators of GA are applied on m, a gene of the P part, 

applied on , a gene of the P part and applied on the L. Finally, 

the operators of GA are applied on the R part. The three above 

phase M, S, L are done simultaneously, also known as model 

TMH+MSL+R. 

In the phase MSL, the parameters m and  of membership 

functions have been tuned, learned and the model structure 

has been extended by using linguistic modifiers. After the 

phase R, the set of rules is optimal with smaller size and 

shorter-length rules. 

F. Model 6: 

This model is similar to model 1. First implementing Step 1, 

then the operators of GA are applied on the R part. Finally, the 

operators of GA are applied on m, a gene of the P part, applied 

on , a gene of the P part and applied on the L. The three 

above phase M, S, L are done simultaneously, also known as 

model TMH+R+MSL.  

After the phase R, the set of rules is optimal with smaller 

size and shorter-length rules. In the phase MSL, the 

parameters m and  of membership functions have been tuned, 
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learned and the model structure has been extended by using 

linguistic modifiers. 

As result of the six models above, the obtained FRBS gets a 

fuzzy compact and simple rule base with high accuracy and 

good generalization capacity. 

The parameters were used in the tests such as: a population 

size of 50 individuals, 0.6 as crosser probability, 0.2 as 

mutation probability per chromosome used. The results such 

as number of rules and MSE were calculated by taking 

average for values of all of the tests. 

The tests were done on the PC with Pentium Dual core 2.4 

GHz processor, 4 GB RAM, Windows 7.0 operating system 

and development tool Delphi 7.0. 

G. The Experimental Study: Estimation of Electrical 

Network Maintenance Costs Problem 

The objective of the problem is to deal with the estimations 

of minimum maintenance costs of medium-voltage power 

lines of towns with the four following variables: total length 

of all streets in town, the total area of the town, the area 

occupied by buildings, and energy supply to the town. A 

sample of 1056 simulated towns has been provided in [22]. 

The data in Table II, Table III, Table IV includes the average 

value of #R, MSEtra, MSEtst of the tests and are rounded to 

integers.  

TABLE II: THE RESULTS OF OTHER AUTHORS IN [23], [24], [25] FOR THE 

ESTIMATION OF ELECTRICAL NETWORK MAINTENANCE COSTS PROBLEM  

 

TABLE III: THE RESULTS FOR THE ESTIMATION OF ELECTRICAL NETWORK 

MAINTENANCE COSTS PROBLEM TRAINED WITH RTR CREATED BY GRISP 

PARTITION - THE RATIO OF RTR TO TR: P=0.3 

 
 

In Table III, the phase R, ML and SL of the tests were done 

an average of 100  generations, the phase MSL was done were 

done an average of 200  generations.  

In Table IV, the phase R of the tests was done an average of 

100  generations, the phase ML and SL were done an average 

of 150  generations, the phase MSL was done were done an 

average of 300  generations. Therefore time cost in Table IV is 

greater than time cost in Table III. 

TABLE IV: THE RESULTS FOR THE ESTIMATION OF ELECTRICAL NETWORK 

MAINTENANCE COSTS PROBLEM TRAINED WITH RTR CREATED BY FUZZY 

PARTITION - THE RATIO OF RTR TO TR: P=0.3 

 
 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

We propose two new heuristic method used for selecting 

RTR - a subset of instances- from the initial training data set 

(TR). One method is based on the crisp partition of TR, 

meanwhile the other is based on the fuzzy partition of TR. 

The RTRs created by the two proposed methods, give similar 

results in experimental studies. A proposed tune is performed 

on the parameters of the membership functions by a new 

genetic GA. Tuning is done on the RTRs to compare the cost 

of time and accuracy. Tuning the parameters sequentially one 

by one give better results than tuning the parameters 

simultaneously. Reducing the number of rules first leads to 

the smallest rule base, however sometimes does not lead to 

rule base with the best accuracy. Finally, an issue arises as to 

choose ratio p or q for the RTR to the TR. It needs to be 

chosen how much to be appropriate for each problem. 

According to our experience, p  or q should be selected in the 

range from 0.3 to 0.5 are appropriate, depending on each 

problem and its data training set. 
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